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The Dispute

Over the course of many years, a large contingent of Head descendants, have done a wonderful job of detailing the genealogical roots of their own family. One particular group has researched the Heads from Colonial Virginia, where many of this surname, can trace their beginnings in America. The vast material available now published on the different branches of the Head clan, can enable even the beginner, to gather a wondrous story on their ancestors who are the Heads. 

Unfortunately, with genealogy, there is always unfinished work to be done. The story is never really complete as long as there are hidden facts to be uncovered and stories to be heard. Names and dates may be unearthed, but the life history of anyone's forefathers is an ongoing study. It is this ongoing study that brings this author to write this account of one aspect of the Head family that is vitally important to the lineage.

In past generations, there have been a great many descendants of the Heads who have undertaken the arduous, albeit enjoyable task, of building a family tree describing the ancestors who bore their name. If you are at all familiar with Head research, you doubtless know these people by the work they have published in books and more recently, made known on the internet. The new medium that is the Internet, has made it possible for many Head researchers to make a connection with distant cousins. Some in their direct line and some with cousins of an indirect nature, (I.E. spouses of Heads). No matter, the Internet has been a boom to the genealogist and family historian; to wit, the Head family is no exception.

In working on my own Head family for almost 20 years, I have been able to assemble a noteworthy collection of data pertaining to this surname. As always, there are areas of the family history that are more clouded than others. Areas that I have yet to find a definitive answer for. One of these gray areas is no small matter though, as it includes the lineage of one of the largest Head lines in America…the descendants of Captain Benjamin Head, of Lancaster, Spotsylvania and Orange Counties, Virginia,. 

This story will deal primarily with an argument that has plagued Head researchers for many years, or has been a sore point of contention for others. I speak of the connection of Captain Benjamin Head, as the son of Henry Head and Frances Spence. For many in the Head clan, there will be no converting those that have made a pact, that this connection is simply not true. They have long since made up their minds that there were two or more Benjamin Heads in Colonial Virginia, and under no circumstances, is THEIR Captain Benjamin Head, the son of Henry Head. This genealogist is not out to change anyone's minds about anything, except to say that in future generations, there hopefully will be enough of these published arguments, to make a definitive case one way or another.  Although it will be interspersed with the author's opinion to some degree, I will nevertheless stay on a course of facts, which will hopefully lend credence to my assertions.

The Two Benjamin Heads

The strongest argument to date that anyone can give to try and dispute or dispel the relation of Henry Head and Capt. Benjamin Head, is to attempt to bring in a second conspirator, so named Benjamin Head of Orange County. His will was proved at Culpeper County, Virginia in 1790 and was probably born around  1720-1730.  He married a woman named in the records only as Grace.  And he was probably the Benjamin Head, who enlisted in Captain Peachey's regiment in 1755/1756 and deserted while stationed at Ft. Cumberland.  




**NOTE: it should be said that to desert in the days of the Revolution or in a conflict similar to the Civil War, does not take on the meaning it has today. Suffice to say, it was not the unpardonable sin, deserving of death, as is the case now.


In his will, this Benjamin Head names a son, dubbed, Benjamin Head also, which could only complicates matters if we chooses to include this family in such arguments. I say here and now that this family, including all the known Benjamins of this line, should NOT be considered. Far too many Head rooters have tried to include this Benjamin Head imposter, to perhaps persuade others that HE is the son of Henry Head, and not the Captain. But I would ask, where is the proof? Where is the documentation? As of this date, there is absolutely no proof or written material linking the enlisted soldier, Benjamin Head, of Orange County, Virginia to Henry Head, of Spotsylvania, Virginia.  If the ancestors of Captain Benjamin Head persist in declaring there is no documentation to sustain the theory that Henry Head is the father of the "Captain", then why do they hold fast to Henry Head being the father of the enlisted soldier, when there are no facts linking him in the first place?

 
By comparison, Captain Benjamin Head earned his commission in the Revolution and there are the appropriate records documenting his service. He will be heretofore always be referred to as "Captain", so  to distinguish him from the second Benjamin Head. The evidence seems to hold that Henry Head very well could be the father of Captain Benjamin Head if you consider:

Henry Head was a large landowner in King George and Lancaster Counties, Virginia, before he moved to  Spotsylvania County. His wife Frances, was the daughter of the wealthy, Dr. Alexander Spence, a prominent land owner in his own right and whose very name appears on a geographical land spit known as Spence Point on the eastern coast of Virginia. It is apparent they were more affluent than most people of the time were. Would it not be evident, that if Henry and Frances had a son, who served during the Revolutionary War, he would be more likely to be an officer, rather than an enlisted soldier? Given the birth year of Captain Benjamin Head, (about 1730), it would not be out of the ordinary to have attained the rank of Captain by the time the War had ended in 1782. He would have been around age 52.        .         
 
Whereas the enlisted soldier, Benjamin Head, would have been much younger when he deserted in 1755. It is quite possible he could have even been a grandson or grand nephew of Henry Head for all we know about him. The point being is, we do not know enough about the enlisted soldier, Benjamin Head, who married Grace, to even think of him as Henry Head's son. On the other hand, we have more evidence justifying the link of Captain Benjamin Head to that of Henry Head that is striking when taken on it face value.

The Marshall Name

Firstly, it is important to give a brief insight into the two families that are dealt here in this thesis. One is the lineage of one Henry Head, of Spotsylvania County, Virginia, and his son Alexander Spence Head.  The other one, Capt. Benjamin Head, of Orange County, Virginia.  The Head researcher will see a dearth of information of both families, but rarely will they see the two brought together in such a way as to suggest of blood relation of any kind.  Yet there is one very large indication of a blood connection that is overlooked by many, and that is the MARSHALL name. The Marshall name was used as a middle name by both Head lines back in the late 1700's and early 1800's, when people started giving their offspring an additional name. This was done to distinguish either  between the siblings or the grandparents and this tradition is carried on to this day. 

 But how can two very different lineage's have so many offspring with the middle name Marshall? 





The Henry Head line has the following descendants with the Marshall middle name:

Adam Marshall Head, born 1818
David Marshall Head, born 1828
Alfred Marshall Head, born 1866
Rolla Marshall Head, born 1871

The Captain Benjamin Head line has the following progeny with the Marshall moniker:

James Marshall Head, born 1818
George Marshall Head, born 1795
George Marshall Head, born 1791 
George Marshall Head, born 1768

Is it just a coincidence that two separate families with the name Head, could have started the tradition of naming children….. Marshall, not knowing that the other family was doing the same? This author thinks there was more to the story, but could never find anything concrete.  There was the first Chief Justice of the United States,  John  Marshall, who was alive at the time of our Henry Head and Capt. Benjamin Head. And furthermore was the first cousin to Sara Marshall, (see chart below). Was Chief Justice Marshall  so close or popular, he left an indelible mark on the two Head clans, that they simultaneously swore to name future generations after the man? Probably not..

There must have been a family connection that tied the two clans together, enough to warrant such devotion to a name. Where does the name Marshall come from?? Part of the problem in finding an answer was exacerbated by folklore.  In one particular person's recollection, the name Marshall appears erroneously next to the name Martha Sharman, the wife of Captain Benjamin Head. But why? 

As it turns out, the recollection was from one Head ancestor, Idress Head Alvord, who has since past on. This  cousin, while one of our best Head chroniclers, was in advanced age no doubt, when she recalled the name Marshall in her families history, as she heard it past down from one generation to another. Unfortunately for us, the name stuck with another name, more familiar to the genealogist ……that of Martha Sharman.  And so it was published as truth, that there was (in error), a woman named Martha Marshall Sherwood or in some cases, Martha Marshall Sharman. In reality, there was no such woman with the last name Marshall Sherwood or Marshall Sharman, but simply one Martha Sharman, daughter of Robert and Lucy (Clement) Sharman of St.Thomas and Broomfield Parishes, Virginia, and one Martha Sherwood, mother of Elizabeth Williams, (see chart below) and wife of Thomas Williams.
 
So how is the name Marshall significant? Where does it tie into the Head family tree?   It would be many years before this author would know the connection. Through the miracle of the Internet, I was to become acquainted with a distant Head cousin, Kay (Miller) Dupuy, of Texas. She is from the direct line of Pascal Head and Providence Phillips. Pascal Head, being the grandson of Captain Benjamin Head.  Kay Dupuy was kind enough to send me her proven lineage, documented by none other than the National Society of Colonial Dames.  Interestingly,  Kay Dupuy's proved lineage had unfamiliar names to me at the time she sent it. Names such as Browne, Durrett and Williams were included, but it was the reference to the name Marshall that caught my eye!

For the first time ever, the names of Marshall, Head, Sherwood, Sharman and Spence were coming together.  Through the lineage of Pascal Head and up through his mother, the Elizabeth Sanford line, we catch the first glimpse of the connection of Henry Head and the Capt. Benjamin Head. On paper, it is difficult to see if one is not looking for it. But grafted down in ancestral format, it becomes clear now, why in fact the name Marshall was included in both families and why it is apparent that Henry Head was the father to Captain Benjamin Head.





The Connection

We begin by saying that this author's own line comes through Henry Head's son, Alexander Spence Head.        
Alexander Spence Head's descendants, had used the Marshall middle name through the generations and is now thought to be Captain Benjamin Head's brother. Using Pascal Head, grandson of Captain Benjamin Head, as a starting point, it is imperative we put his name at the top and at the bottom of the chart, to fully understand the connection. The following chart attempts to go back in time, using the known lineages of Pascal Head, his mother, Elizabeth Sanford, and most importantly, Anne Durrett, the mother of Elizabeth. It is this Durrett line, along with the Spence line, that is the key link that connects the two Head families of Henry and Benjamin. Please keep in mind that this data comes from a line, proven by a well-known organization in Washington, DC previously mentioned.

Also, the chart alleges for the sake of argument, that Henry Head IS the father of Captain Benjamin Head, but will make the proper explanations following the completion of the chart.  

Pascal Head -
                  \  Mother: Elizabeth Sanford
                     Father:  Henry Head-
                                                  \  Mother: Martha Sharman
                                                    Father:  Capt. Benjamin Head-                        
                                                                                       \ Father:  Henry Head -  (son, Alex Spence Head)
                                                                                          Mother: Frances Spence -
                                                                                                                      \  Mother: Elizabeth Browne
                                                                                                                        Father: Dr. Alexander Spence 

                                                                                                                         Mother: Elizabeth Williams
                                                                                                                      /  Father: William Marshall
                                                                                           Mother: Sara Marshall-
                                                                                       /   Father:  Richard Durrett
                                                    Mother: Anne Durrett-
                                                 /  Father: Robert Sanford 
                     Mother: Elizabeth Sanford-                                
                  /  Father: Henry Head
Pascal Head-
______________________________________________________________________________________

A few important items should now be taken and duly noted…….

The chart ends up showing the close connection of the Marshalls and the Spences, through the marriages of the two known ancestors, Henry Head, (known here as "the junior") and his wife, Elizabeth Sanford.  The Spences and Marshalls were closely knit in two aspects. One was land dealings in Virginia and the other had to be a family connection of some sort. But first the land dealings.

In 1674, in Richmond County, Virginia, Dr. Alexander Spence was granted 47 acres, adjoining William Marshall's land. That alone does not necessarily link the two families, but indicates a close tie if indeed they were related. Then in 1714, Alexander Spence gives his son in law, Henry Head, the same acreage of land. This maybe the first indication that the Head family is honoring in some way, the legacy of William Marshall. Finally, in 1743, Henry Head sells the 48 acres in King George County to a Benjamin Strother.







Now as to the theory that there was a relationship between Henry Head, (the senior) and Benjamin Head, it can now be quite apparent there was, given the fact that this chart entails five generations, starting from Pascal Head all the way to the Spences and Marshalls. Include the fact that the two sons of Henry (the senior), who would be Capt. Benjamin and Alex Spence, had future generations with the middle name "Marshall", one can only surmise that Benjamin Head was indeed the son of Henry, (the senior). Further, that Captain Benjamin Head's own son, Henry (the junior), was named in honor of his grandfather, (the senior).



Conclusion…..

One view toys with the idea that the parents of Captain Benjamin Head are James and Betty Head
No doubt from a 1763 land record where as:

    Robert Sharman, (father to Martha) of ……Culpeper County to Benjamin Head of ….Orange County       
    land lying in Culpeper County containing 150 acres……

A James Head witnesses this document. But in no way does it signify he is the father of Benjamin. Rather it suggests he is a brother or cousin, since the known Head ancestor named James Head, etux Betty, did indeed die in 1748, a full 15 years before this land deed.
  
Another avenue of contention I have heard in past years, is the matter of the Negro slave, named Tom. There are two proven wills that deal with a Negro named Tom. One is owned and cited in the 1790 Culpeper will of Benjamin Head (husband to Grace), who bequeathed this slave to his son Benjamin. (see earlier paragraphs). The other will, in 1774, describes the transfer of a Negro named Tom, from Henry Head, deceased, to a son, Benjamin Head. This has understandably made certain Head researchers conclude that since Henry Head owned a slave named Tom, and bequeathed him to son, Benjamin……then that slave is the same one as mentioned 16 years later by the Culpeper will of Benjamin Head, who bequeathed Tom to his son. 

But before anyone can link Benjamin Head, etux Grace, to Henry Head, by the fact that there is a Negro named Tom involved, they first should consider this. The name "Tom" was so commonly used on slaves in those times, that serious thought should be employed before making that assumption. 

Finally, where documents, papers, wills, and biographies abound, they invariably include geographic locations. I speak of the Virginia Counties of Orange, Culpeper and Spotsylvania to name three. It is important to say here that when researching the Head lineage in Virginia, one would be at an disadvantage to discard or ignore any record, on the grounds that the record lists a county not familiar to the researcher. For the three counties listed in this paragraph are so closely bound by history and proximity, that to focus on your ancestors in just one particular county, would be to possibly miss finding that one document that solves any dilemma you have.
 
As to any final analysis of whether or not Captain Benjamin Head is the son of Henry Head and Frances Spence, this will not be the end of the debate. Hopefully, it will stir the pot enough and enable that one family sleuth to finally solve the mystery. This author, for the time being, is convinced to a reasonable doubt that the two gentlemen described herein, are father and son. I would of course welcome any and all comments from those Head researchers, who deem this material worth the paper it is written on.
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